THE POISONED WELL

PART 2: BRIEFING

FOR A

DESCENT INTO HELL

INTRODUCTION
The thing is, people who are indeed frothing mad, if they are in political or religious contexts
are not seen as mad. Yet if the same people were in a different context, it would be seen at
once. But some people who are crazy drift towards political or religious movements where their
craziness will not be seen.
(Doris Lessing from “Walking in the Shade”)

That lady is always on the money. The title for Part 2 is a novel of hers I was reading it when I
was recruited by JP. Too bad I grew up Catholic instead of Jungian.
What I have written here is the last thing you will ever need to read about JP.
Brett called me last July. In the conversation he stated, “You will be shocked when you see
Jamie’s documentary.” I told him “No I won’t be shocked.” I am not shocked that kids were
abused in JP any more that I am shocked that tigers have stripes. Angered, disgusted and
saddened I am. But not surprised. I am shocked that it isn’t/wasn’t common knowledge,
especially after all this time.
What do you really know about this organization? What do you really know about what went
on in there and why? Nothing they say can be taken at face value. Nothing some naive doctoral
candidate writes can be trusted, when he can’t tell the difference from a dog and pony show
and reality. You know nothing unless you can prove and/or verify it. If you don’t, then chances
are you are regurgitating the fairy tales they fed you.
I’ve taken the time to turn back and address this once and forever and I hope that now you will
be able to see it. Part 2 is the template of what the place is Part 3 is new homework that
explains why it is. I’ve known since reading Bradshaw’s book, “On the Family”, that these
“why’s” were somewhere in Ida Dawn’s background. The new info confirms that JP is the
repeated pattern of her family of origin. I bet you don’t even know her parents’ names. I didn’t
know that Ida Dawn was born in Orange CA. I had always thought she was from the South. How
much do you really know about JP or the Nason family? The above quote applies to both.
The research is not exhaustive, and there are details to color in, but I’ve come up with more
than enough to paint the picture. Further fact finding can only confirm what you will see here.
Others can feel free to add to it. This will be the last I have to say publicly about this group.

1.) CONTEXT #1
“…any unlettered biped who has sufficient cant and hypocrisy may become a minister of the
Gospels.”
(Robert Collyer from “Lights and Shadows of American Life”) 1839
This is a Protestant thing. One valuable insight I gained while at Wellspring was just how many
thousands of sick, toxic little Protestant churches there are in this country. Where do they all
come from? ECC has 800 churches and a total membership of about 180,000. The Archdiocese
of greater Chicago has 2.3 MILLION members. Comparing the two “denominations” is like
comparing a lemonade stand with the Wall Mart Corporation. For grins, google “The End-time
Handmaidens of the LORD.” You can even order a prayer shawl if you feel the need.
Where do they all come from? Three ways which often combine and overlap. A.) Schism B.)
Revival C.) Personal or “divine” revelation. I will give you some examples of each because JP is
typical of how such cracker-jack groups get started and the support system that keeps them in
business.
A.) Schism: The Baptists are famous for it. The Lutherans are not too far behind. ECC is a schism
of the Lutheran Church of Sweden. Catholics don’t do this. The closest thing we have had to this
in recent times was the Liberation Theology Movement. I spent some time in Nicaragua in 1987
and 88 when the Sandinistas still ran the show. It was clear there were two different churches
and two different Gospels, one for the poor and one for the oligarchy.
B.) Revivals: These are fads and can be society wide, “secular” or religious. A revival is like a
tsunami. The wave recedes and takes most of the people and hubbub with it. But it leaves
behind stuff on the shoreline. Most often what is left are anachronistic little churches and
groups that hold on in the face of their increasingly unimportant significance in society.
Christian Science was once the fastest growing and most influential church in America. Today,
not so much. Mary Baker Eddy based her teachings of the secular fad of Mesmerism/animal
magnetism. That story is fascinating. Mesmerism not only merged with religious concerns but
also played a huge part in the founding of psychology. It was also used by the Swedenborg
Church to justify their guru’s wacked out visions. There was a book written in 1847 titled
“Mesmer and Swedenborg” that made just such a claim. Its author was George Bush. Yep, that
family. Emerson and Thoreau were heavily influenced by the works of Swedenborg, as was the
father of William and Henry James. Edgar Allen Poe took a swipe or two at them and Baudelaire
once quipped that they were “the verifiers of the unverifiable.” I doubt today that even one in a
thousand people even know what the Swedenborg Church is, let alone that it still exists.
C.) Personal or “divine” revelation: There are far too many examples of this to even begin to
chronicle. My favorite is Frank Buchman and the Oxford Group. He, all on his own, started a

revival. The group has changed names and is still in existence as an anachronism. I’ve read a lot
of their stuff from back in the day and it sounds exactly like the Jesus Movement rhetoric of the
seventies, very idealistic,revivalist and evangelical. It also left behind a schism group, which is
the best Protestant denomination on the planet --Alcoholics Anonymous.
The point I am making is this: These kinds of groups and churches have historical and
sociological antecedents and JP is typical in this respect. JP didn’t fall out of the sky whole and
complete in the early 70’s. It has a history that explains its current state. It is not the rosy fairy
tale that is currently in vogue. One more example is the Adventist “brand.”
William Miller, a former Baptist preacher, calculates that Jesus returns on Oct 22 1844 and
convinces his followers to go up to the mountain tops in New England to welcome him back.
Needless to say, his reading comprehension skills were poor. I love the story because, except
for the myth of Sisyphus, this is the only case I know of in all the records of religious history
where a god grants revelation to his people while they are on their way down a mountain. They
were known as Millerites and eventually Seventh Day Adventist. There are about a dozen or so
variants today. While doing my homework I ran across an article where a prophetess from the
Reformed Seventh Day Adventist Church (Los Angeles) declared the end of the world to be on
Feb 5th 1925. She is reported to state that this would not be with cataclysmic signs but would
only be able to be seen by the elect. Riiiight. Must be why they called themselves reformed.
In the 1930’s a schism develops with the 7th dayers over one of their pastors new revelations.
There is a big kerfuffle and the denomination boots the guy out calling him a heretic. He
gathers his new converts and heads to Texas (from S. California), calls himself a reformer and
starts up a new denomination. There is another schism about the time he dies in 1955. A
married couple starts up still another denomination that eventually swallows up the first. When
the parents are both gone in about 1978, the son George takes over. He is challenged by a
member, named Vernon, who believes that he is God’s chosen (1981). George does what most
pastors would do and digs up the body of a woman who has been dead for 25 years, places the
corpse in the sanctuary and announces that whoever can resurrect her can lead the group. In
1984 George splits open the head of one of his followers with an axe. He is arrested, found
guilty by reason of insanity and sentenced to a mental institution. Vernon takes over. Now, let’s
be ernest about this. Who is going to listen to a prophet named Vern? Know what I mean? Must
be why he had changed his name to David Koresh. It will be about a decade (1993) before the
F.B.I. burns the place to the ground.
Where do they all come from?

2.) CONTEXT #2
Revivals, fads, movements are all synonyms. You know nothing unless you verify it. Otherwise it
could be fact, could be fiction. You understand nothing unless you know the context and can
arrive at a template. I use the word template as a label, as shorthand for the primary causes
that lie beneath the surface of what we see (effects).
I was born in Ike’s first term of office. It is impossible to recreate in words the atmosphere and
feelings of those times between Eisenhower’s Pleasantville Era and Regan’s New World Order
(1960-1980).This was nothing short of a national identity crisis as the entire country dealt with
the introduction of drugs into the culture and the fact that the genie wasn’t going back in the
bottle. Someone might as well as replaced the torch on the Statue of Liberty with a bong and
used that as the new symbol of American freedom.
The years after WWII became known as the Cold War. This is myopic. The wars fought on the
rest of the planet for liberation from colonial overlords were anything but cold. Those
independence movements eventually reverberated here in the Civil Rights Movement and later
in the Peace Movement. Although domestic politics heated up during these years, this wasn’t
primarily about politics. Now for a quick look at the templates underlying political and religious
revivals. Power vs. Story-telling.
Political movements are always about power. Power is the ability of one person/group to
dictate and control the terms of existence for another person/group. Ideology in political
movements is always co-opted by criminals, opportunists, politicians, demagogues, the military
and or wealthy elite, and of course, the frothing mad. Ideology becomes a P.R. tool used to
ensnare, motivate and manipulate followers.
I kicked around Nicaragua 8-9 years after the Sandinistas took over the “country” of about
three and a half million. Practically none of these folks who had fought for Somoza’s overthrow
did so for ideological reasons. Most of them had never read Lenin. The Sandinistas were using
Lenin and Liberation Theology (Catholicism) to define their sales pitch. Revolutions happen
because people get fed up and disgruntled when the terms of existence that are dictated to
them unrelentingly leave them holding the short end of the stick. The blizzard of propaganda
put out by the U.S. press about the threat of Communism was deliberately off the mark as was
a lot of the Sandinista rhetoric.
On the flip side, it is easy to see how many Protestants today are being are being used and
manipulated by the Republican Party and the frothing mad demagogues of Fox News and
Friends “We distort, you deride” Thank George W. for that.

Religious revivals are always about story-telling and story-telling is a response to the basic
reality of our lives. Life is non-rational and unexplainable. Life is mundane. Living is hard work.
Air (breath), Water (drink), Fire (food/fuel), Earth (sleep/shelter). We exist and the world exists.
That is what is. The rest is guesswork. We are now at the limits of fact, the limits of what we can
verify and therefor what we can know. This makes humans nervous, it doesn’t bother my cat.
“I don’t whether this world has a meaning that transcends it. But I know that I do not know that
meaning and that it is impossible for me just now to know it. What can a meaning outside my
condition mean to me? I can understand only in human terms” (Albert Camus from the “Myth
of Sisyphus”)
We invent stories (myths) to console ourselves and to impart a sense of meaning, self-identity
and structure to our lives. All religion and philosophy arises from this. It has its usefulness and
has probably kept the species from hanging itself from the ceiling fan. These stories don’t have
to be factual or even sensible to be beneficial and pack an emotional and psychological punch.
That is why we call it faith not fact. That is why we call it religion not science. Revivals happen
when enough individuals in a given tribe/society/culture get excited about a new story or a new
version/retelling of the already accepted one. Eventually the thrill is gone, the bloom is off the
rose and the honeymoon is over. The tsunami recedes. It is easy to get excited about
overthrowing a government, but it takes a bureaucracy to get the buses to run on time. People
don’t get excited about bureaucracy. It is easy to get a convert to the altar, harder to create an
institution that will nourish and let him/her grow in the face of normal and mundane day to day
living.
Probably overkill to add that mistaking faith/belief for verified fact doesn’t usually work out
well in the long run. Humans have been known to commit genocide over a platitude.
I’ve probably overshot a little with the last two sections. It won’t hurt you even if it bored you.

3.) FROM AZUSA TO JPUSA
It has been said of old that ye shall be as salt upon the earth, but verily, verily, I say unto you
that ye shall be as constantly mutating bacteria upon the face of the nation. (Me)
To try and get to the antecedents of the Jesus Movement is like expecting to find a stable
horizon while looking through a kaleidoscope. The challenge can best be illustrated by looking
at Oral Roberts. He is known for the university and other projects he founded in Tulsa. He was
the son of a revivalist preacher. He attended two universities, one Baptist, the other Disciples of
Christ and had no degree from either. He was a travelling faith healer. He started a popular
radio ministry (1947) and T.V. ministry (1954). He formed the Oral Roberts Evangelical
Association. He was in a Pentecostal-Holiness Church (1963). He has shared the stage with Billy
Graham. He was in a United Methodist Church (1968-1987).He was involved in several
Charismatic Associations. So what variety of Protestant was he? I doubt that even his
hairdresser knew for sure.
I’ll be brief and descriptive of the following Movements that are the vital ones that shaped the
Protestant landscape pre Jesus Movement, and much of today’s.
A.) Evangelical: When used correctly, is an adjective that refers to a specific set of beliefs. Has a
movement it is generally traced to Jonathan Edwards in this country. Proponents emerged
quickly and used the word to describe themselves, even though they were (mainly) Baptists,
Methodists and Presbyterians. Nowadays the word is very generously applied and is practically
a synonym for “”Christian””. The Founding Fathers were NOT evangelicals.
B.) Revivalist: Not a movement but a tradition. Charles Finney is my favorite. Most folded up
their tents and began using radio and T.V. Billy Graham is the best known modern version.
C.) Fundamentalist: When it is used as a label for a type of Protestantism belief system and not
as a synonym for extremists. This can be traced to a 1910 manifesto released as a challenge to
the use of critical thinking in textual interpretation.
D.) Holiness: Generally traced to 1830’s. A lot of this type of belief ended up being embraced by
the Pentecostals. The hard work of “sanctification” was simplified almost to the same level as
conversion.
E.) Pentecostal: This can be traced to Topeka Kansas but soon after, the Azusa Street Revival
(Los Angles) put them on the religious scene to stay.

F.) Charismatic: This movement can be traced to an Episcopal pastor in Van Nuys in 1960. It
crossed denominational boundaries and hit the Catholic Church around 1967. There were a lot
of institutions started by these “spirit-filled” believers but no official denominations. Full Gospel
Businessmen played a huge role in this and their local chapter set JP up at Faith Tab. Pat
Robertson is probably the most widely known Charismatic today.
Near as I can tell, Fundamentalists are hard core Evangelicals while Charismatics are low calorie
Pentecostals and there isn’t that much of a difference between Charismatics, Revivalists and
Evangelicals. It is all basically the same ice cream with differing flavors.
The net result was that religion had moved out from the personal realm into the public arena.
The emphasis was put on the simplistic “altar call” conversion of souls. It also blurred the
distinction between clergy and laity in many Protestant settings.
The most undeniable effect was the society wide diffusion of the Christian message. However,
when it reached the masses, the complexity and richness of the text was simplified and diluted.
This always happens with the cultural wide dissemination of anything. Most people don’t have
the time or inclination to do the work it takes to be informed. They end up repeating platitudes
and truisms with little understanding of the deeper meanings or implications of what they
parrot. The use of the advanced technology of communication compounds the banality. Mass
media eventually trivializes anything passing through it.
The point for now is that the Charismatic Renewal preceded the Jesus Movement and prepared
the way for it. The society became acclimated to the “experiential” and overt expression of
religion. The Charismatics started numerous outreach ministries, some aimed at the young.
Many still exist in various stages of anachronism or mutation. Teen Challenge now runs rehab
centers. JP’s founder John Wiley was reported (Benton Harbor News Palladium March 18, 1972)
to be the former director of Teen Challenge in Milwaukee. (YIKES).
Generally these men hit the book pretty hard and were serious about finding a design for living
based on the principles of the text, but they were fairly self-deceived in attributing so much of
their intuitive and emotional responses to the work of the Holy Spirit. All in all they were what
my generation called straights or squares (old school). On the whole they deserved more
respect from us than they got. My generation is sometimes labeled “counter culture”. We were
children who knew what we didn’t want but had no “culture” to offer has an alternative.
In essence, these guys never “got” us Jesus Freaks any more than my dad “got” Black Sabbath.

4.) SHEPHERDING SCHISM
Discipleship was wrong. I repent. I ask for forgiveness.
Bob Mumford in Nov 1989 at some religious conference you never heard of and quoted in the
Feb 1990 issues of two religious magazines you never heard of
If Mumford said it, I believe it and that settles it.
The very things they taught created a propensity toward an abuse of spiritual authority,
especially among young immature leaders or leaders who lacked character and integrity.
…the emphasis on hierarchically orientated submission to God’s delegated authorities led to
many cases of improper control and abuses of authority throughout the movement. (David
Moore from “the Shepherding Movement” pgs. 149 & 182).
The Shepherding/Discipleship Movement was a schism of the Charismatic Renewal and it was a
mess right from the start. The Fort Lauderdale Five were typical Charismatics, very sincere and
Book orientated. They were just a little too full of themselves and overestimated the role “God
had chosen them to play”. They were a little too certain their interpretations were God’s
inspired leading. It happens more often than not in all religions.
The template for this is easy to see because it has been around for almost 2,000 years. This is
the same business model of the first, and still most successful, transnational corporation ever
formed, The Holy Roman Catholic and Apostolic Church. You maybe have heard of us? It goes
from priest to bishop to cardinal to the pope to the succession of popes to St. Peter to Jesus to
God. It is odd that these five highly educated Protestants tried to reinvent the wheel.
It works because once you can convince an individual that you hold God’s power or authority to
dictate the terms of their existence/life then you can pretty much call the shots. The Catholics
have used this sales pitch and state sanctioned punishment to hold together a far flung and
culturally diverse empire. Hell, for centuries they WERE the state. This is a powerful tool of
control. What I know, that I think few realize, is the repercussions of slamming such a powerful
concept into a psychologically and literally small space like JP. Submission is absolute and
slavery is just the beginning of the story.
We’ll get to it bye and bye. It is not the easiest thing to understand unless you have lived
through it. The majority of those who have lived through it are not even that cognizant of it.

5.) JESUS MOVEMENT
They say that being a Jesus Freak is better than doing drugs. Then again, almost everything else
is better than doing drugs. (some Wisconsin newspaper guy)
The Jesus Movement is generally traced back to Arthur Blessitt. It got off the ground with a
publicity stunt (1969) and made the cover of Time magazine in 1971. It garnered a lot of media
attention till about 1973-74 until the media tired of it and went on to focus on political stories.
So where did it come from? There have been rivers of ink spilled in describing the 60’s & 70’s.
The most accurate label is “The Expanded Consciousness Movement”. It started with the
introduction of LSD and ended about the time the country was awash in cocaine. You are
looking at approximately 1963-78. It had its antecedents in the “beats” with William S.
Burroughs being far and away the best writer of that generation. The most iconic description
was the Juan Carlos Castaneda fictions about a modern peyote eating seeker of knowledge. This
idea undergirded the entire generation whether explicitly expressed or not. The accent was
always on other worldly experience. It was a form of Shamanism, and that is as old as the hills.
The Jesus Movement was birthed from this and was a schism of it. It was not a Temperance
Movement antidote aimed at drug usage. It was not an opposite of drugs like black is to white.
It was a cousin. It was an alternative item on the smorgasbord of expanded consciousness. I
lived in Denver (1973-76) when Capitol Hill was a knock off version of Haight-Ashbury. I could
fill a page with the names of what else was on that buffet. The Charismatics tried to midwife it
into the mainstream because they were the only ones who had the “experience of being spiritfilled” to offer as competition. Hymns, bake sales and pot luck casseroles wasn’t going to get it
done. Basically the Jesus Movement died in its infancy about the time the tsunami receded.
The basic fallout was that Christianity now had to be RELEVANT to compete in modern society’s
marketplace of ideas. To go into how this has led into the current state of affairs is beyond the
scope of what I am doing here. The book “Righteous” by Laura Sandler is a must read if you
want to delve into this topic. The point is that this is where we find JP. We find that it has
always been the Evangelicals who have provided the support for the group to exist. It has
always been this type of modern believer that has held the group up as an example/ideal of
committed Christian disciples and bought JP’s hogwash that they are “the heirs of the Jesus
Movement, boldly soldiering onward with sacrifice and determination in the face of whatever a
changing world throws at them”. YOU HAVE BEEN CONNED. They had already mutated before I
got there in 1976.

For the non-alumni reading this, I know that it is tough to think that you have been misled. It is
hard to face that your trust and belief has been misplaced. The feeling that arises is called
betrayal. It is one that every former member of JP knows well and at a depth I hope you never
experience. Some mistakenly call it disgruntled. They should look that word up in the dictionary
and quit misusing it as a slander.
Here are a few clippings I scanned in from back in the day to give a feel of what it was like.
1. 24 SEP 1970 Escanaba Daily Press (MI) A picture of the “founder”. In 1971 he walked across
England. I still think that the wheel is cheating.
2. 29 OCT 1973 Waukesha Daily Freeman (WI) Sister Wendy Dawn is 20 in this photo. Brother
John David the drummer is 18. Papa John is 41. Now that I have lived through my 40’s & 50’s I
view the term “papa” in a different light.
3. Top: 11 DEC 1971 The News Palladium (Benton Harbor MI) Bottom: 19 FEB 1973 Ironwood
Daily Globe (MI) Note one: Reverend---The national office of the Advent Christian Church in
Charlotte told me that John Wiley was last credentialed to represent them in 1968. We will see
this denomination later, but I want to make clear that they are not ECC. They have nothing to
do with JP other than their name being used by John Wiley to lend credence to his endeavors.
Note two: It is stated that he was a graduate of Emory University. This is blatantly inaccurate.
He attended Emory for six months from 9/21/1970 to 3/21/1971 when he was 38 years old.
Obviously, no degree was awarded. Verify, Verify, I say unto you.
4. Left: 4 FEB 1971 Fond Du Lac Commonwealth Reporter (WI) Right: 23 MAR 1973 The Daily
Tribune (Wisconsin Rapids) Bill Lowery and Christ is the Answer are a split off from the same
Milwaukee Jesus People group as JP. They are still in existence and comparing their website
with JP is revealing in both the similarities and differences of the sales pitch.
5. 20 MAR 1971 The Fond Du Lac paper. Linda Meissner eventually gets hooked up with The
Children of God. Jim Pallossari starts the Milwaukee group. Again, belief in Jesus is portrayed as
a cure for addiction. It is not. Sobriety is the cure for addiction, the means are optional.
6. 30 APR 1971 The Benton Harbor paper. This is a little sample of the smorgasbord.

7. 23 FEB 1973 The Hillside Daily News (MI) It is interesting to compare this critique to what
eventually transpired. It seems to be right about some things that still apply today and off base
on others.
8. Top: 17 FEB 1973 The Benton Harbor paper. Bottom: 28 MAY 1973 The La Crosse Tribune
(WI) Both give a sense of how this seemed to be everywhere. You wouldn’t really classify Pat
Boone has a Jesus Freak and the Israeli story is odd.
9. Top: 22 JUL 1971 The Hillside paper. Bottom: 3 NOV 1977 The Kenosha News (WI) I love
some of the innovative approaches to the preaching of the Gospel. I am sure there were many
more than these before the movement ended.
The last clipping shows that it was possible to see how toxic JP was at a very early stage in its
development. I love Donna’s quote: I can leave anytime I want to. I used to say the same thing
about alcohol: I can quit anytime I want to. Eventually she did leave and eventually I quit
drinking. I wonder what she would say now. I remember her has being a very intelligent young
woman.
It is time to take your protein pills and put you helmet on, for we are getting ready to descend
across the boundary that separates inside/outside and theory/experience.

6) JPUSA CGM/RENEGADE
With the move to Malden building, the teaching tape library was lost….
Some researcher/propagandist in 1990.
Lost, eh? Hardly likely. Mapquest gives the distance between the Paulina and Malden buildings
has 0.87 miles with a travel time of 3-4 minutes. It is one eleven and change by thoroughbred.
We operated a professional moving company.
That lost Alexandrian tape library was made up of 400-500 cassettes of the Christian Growth
Ministry’s preachers. Their Shepherding doctrine was openly and unabashedly being taught
when I arrived in 1976.
Succession of leadership is usually problematic in groups like this. The overthrow of the leader
(dictator) John Wiley in 1974 left a “power vacuum” that caused an organizational shift and
mutation. Make no mistake. John Wiley was the driving force, visionary and founder. JP was his
baby. Popular myth credits Ida Dawn has co-founder. This is not true. She was too much of a
recluse. She inherited JP and played the role of guiding, saintly and revered behind the scenes
matriarch. It was common to refer to her as “Mama Dawn” when I got there. In ten years I only
had one two minute conversation with the woman, early on in the Paulina basement. We
talked about toast. She was seldom seen by the rank and file outside the confines of the Cstone offices or her room. The people who I’ve talked to that did interact with her consistently
paint the same picture of saintly matriarch. It’s dang near Catholic in its flavor. She was not an
Aimee Semple McPherson. (my second favorite revivalist)
What they picked up from CGM and incorporated was the idea that it was “God’s will” for a
believer to be under a covering of submission to “spiritual authority”. This was implemented in
many ways. The creation of families became the backbone of the joint. These “families” were
arranged into a hierarchical structure with mini overlords wielding decision making powers in
their own spheres of influence. But they were underlings to the layer above them and this was
repeated all the way up the food chain to the “council” (i.e. the Florida crew, more about that
soon).There were other set-ups that are too “in-house” to bother wasting time with here.
It is probably not how Bob Mumford imagined it. After a while the CGM teachings did not need
to be taught. All the “council” had to do was enforce obedience to the established chain of
command and BOOM you were in the Shepherding structure, knowingly or not. Inside JP
discipleship training is obedience to the dictates of whatever the overlords decide are in their
best interests.

Since they are still using words like covering (family, or recently, mentoring (YEESH)), God’s will,
submission and discipleship they are still a CGM structured knock off.
END OF DISCUSSION
The fact is: They are not the last remnants of the Jesus Movement. They are one of the few
survivors of the Shepherding Schism.
A very important P.S.: Bob Mumford and the Ft. Lauderdale Five claimed that they were in
submission to one another. The JP “council” claims the same about themselves. In this kind of
“we are God’s earthly representatives” sales pitch the buck has to stop somewhere. In CGM it
was with the five. In the Catholic Church it is with the Pope. For the JP “elders” to claim that the
buck stops with them is the exact equivalent of a parish priest telling his congregation that he
has all the rights and privileges of Papal Authority. This is why I titled the section: /renegade.
The overlords were happy to enforce covering and obedience upon the membership (the
goose), but were not so inclined to put themselves (the gander) under the same strictures.
Needless to add, but things didn’t change when ECC adopted them.
The net result is the total surrender of one’s inner and outer life to the group (i.e. the Floyd and
Mrytleites). The overlords have total control of the terms of existence under which a member
lives. This is about power and exploitation, not authority (spiritual or otherwise). The religious
verbiage is a P.R. tool to hide behind just as in political propaganda.
The surrender of one’s life in this way is total and leads to the breakdown of individuality and a
warping of personality. That is why the former members who leave are all in need of mental
health services. Some of us were in DIRE need. That is why even without the sexual abuse of
the children JP is toxic. I can’t even imagine what those kids have gone/are going through. After
ten years there I left damaged and emotionally crippled by my experiences.
I was not that way when I entered.

7.) JP SPEAK
What is dangerous is the inner loyalty to something felt as something much greater than one’s
self….It is the inner censor which is the enemy.
(Doris Lessing from “A Small Personal Voice)
It’s all in the language. I call it JP-speak because I don’t want to dignify it with a label better
than it deserves. It is a series of control cues (triggers) that once indoctrinated into the member
act like the bell in Pavlov’s dog experiment. The word, indoctrinate, means to teach. Some of it
is taught verbally and much of it is learned instinctively and behaviorally simply by living in such
an enclosed environment. The world of the member is restricted to the “inside” and we might
as well as been living in the jungles of Borneo for all the “secular” (JP-speak) world influenced
our day to day lives. What resulted is more accurately labeled a “hive-consciousness”.
For the ex-members and alumni, (there is a difference) here is an easy exercise to help undo it.
Make a list of all the words and “slang” that were used differently on the inside. Look up the
definition in the Good Book. I prefer The Merriam Webster’s Collegiate version. Also write a
definition of how you imagine the word or phrase is commonly used and understood. The
exercise is then to imagine yourself at work in an office cubicle in the “real world”.
Example: Your boss comes up and gives you a task and you respond, “What a purge.” Your coworker asks ‘What does that mean?” Whatever explanation you have to give to enable a
normal person to understand the JP-speak term: That was the indoctrination. It is a simple
process of reverse engineering. Another example: You get off the phone with a former member
and when your co-worker asks who you were talking with you respond “A person who I used to
be in the same family with.” When they ask if you were a foster kid or adopted, the explanation
you have to give so that they understand the term “family”, that was the indoctrination.
The majority of JP-speak will fall under two general headings. The structure is the first and it is
easy to see. Driver’s buddy, younger or older brother/sister, engaged, on and on all the way up
the food chain to the “council of elders”. Well, LA DE DA. There was never a time when you
were alone and even on your “day off” (put it on the list) your activities were submitted and
structured. There was never a moment when you did not know the pecking order and your
exact social standing. My going from “crew chief’” (put it on the list) to being a low member on
the totem-poll in the band’s entourage was a huge step upward in status. Even the way former
members ask each other “how long were you in (or how long have you been out) of JP” echoes
the way recidivist criminals talk about prison.

The other heading is submission/discord. The entire complexity of the text is reduced to the
child like comprehension of reality that is expressed in simplistic duality. Black/white,
good/bad, us/them, sinner/saint, flesh/spirit, on and on these examples could be listed. This
kind of theology can be summed up by saying: God good---Man bad. It is so easy to understand,
even a caveman who rips the sleeves off his flannel shirts can preach it. Grumbling, stumbling
block, soulish, backslide, servant, witness, calling, the JP-speak goes on forever. It transforms
the theology of God---good Man---bad into: Submit---good Discord---bad.
I’ve always thought that it would make a fascinating study to collect these lists with the dates of
time served by the compilers. You could then see the accretion of deceit over the years like the
time lapsed photography of a growing flower. For example: I doubt that anyone joining after
1978 knows that we used the JP-speak terms “wishy-washy” and “lukewarm” to describe the
Christians outside of JP. We weren’t merely believers, we were a cut above. We were
“committed” (put it on the list) disciples. That arrogance never went away, it’s only that the
terms used to express it have been softened.
Submit to what? The Floyd and Myrtleites “authority” (put it on the list) structure. Has “elder”
Vic Williams (Ida Dawn’s son in law) once told me, “We know you better than you know
yourself.” It is not only the outward behavior that is on the table. It is also the inner life of the
member. It is openly taught and reinforced by peer pressure, that a member should divulge any
out of line thoughts or feelings. These are submitted for prayer, review and perhaps censure
and penance (extra chores) and if judged severe enough, a public confession (humiliation). Of
course, if you didn’t conform, out the door you go. (The word penance was too Catholic and
was not used despite its aptness). If you needed any further incentive to conform, it was the
duty of the members around you to turn you in (betray you) if they heard or saw you the least
bit out of line (in discord).
The net result was that your social status in the “community” (put it on the list) was equal to
your rightness with God. The overlords will howl like starving wolves in the wilderness if they
read this. They will claim that they never taught that one’s salvation was dependent on being in
good standing as a member of JP. They are correct. It was never explicitly said. Nevertheless,
they enforced this concept non-verbally through obedience to the social structure as God’s
representatives on earth, and that is how it was experienced, regardless of their protests to the
contrary.

Refer to the quote that heads this section. It does not take long before you learn to police
yourself. Critical thinking, independent thought and emotional response are quickly quashed
if/when they deviate from the norm. A member becomes a partner and an accomplice in their
own abuse. You willingly betray yourself and snuff out personality and individuality, calling it a
good thing (God’s will). And this is experienced as NORMAL. That is why there are no guard
towers or barbed wire outside the building. The prison is inside of you and you as an individual
become your own hostage. In the worse cases it becomes the creation of an alter ego or a
second personality. (This alter-ego echoes in some ways the idea of an addict) However, this
alter-ego is not distinct. It merges with “you”, becoming you and not you at the same time. It is
a bitch to work out of. It can get very “Alice in Wonderland” when you try to undo it. A more
detailed explanation of how to undo it goes beyond the scope of what I am doing here. I will say
that one idea to follow is: “We did whatever we did because of what was done to us.” This can
last a long time after you leave because you still internally carry both the indoctrination and the
alter-ego out the door with you.
I’ll give one more example to fill out the page and to give non-alumni an idea of how difficult
this is to see from the outside. Ida Dawn’s other son in law Glenn might give a wonderful
sermon on “God’s will” and “God has a plan for your life” (put both on the list). These are
comforting ideas that pack an emotional punch in the Christian faith experience. To think that
God has it under control and all will work out for the good if you follow and believe. It is one of
the main selling points to being a Christian instead of an atheist. You could be a 30 year tenured
professor at the top seminary in the country. If Glenn wasn’t in one of his fire and brimstone
moods, you—the expert professor—would leave the service and conclude that JP is doctrinally
sound. You would not know that you just sat through an indoctrination (brainwashing) session.
This is because you, being uninitiated to JP-speak, did not hear what we did, the unspoken
trigger. The complete sentence is: God has a plan for your life and WE, THE LEADERS, WILL
INTERPRET THAT PLAN FOR YOU. That is how we were conditioned and how we interacted with
the reality of the fishbowl world in which we swam.
Note: the term outside was rarely used, I have been using it here as a translation. The JP-speak
term to refer to anything outside JP was “the secular world”. This implies that being in JP was
holy or sacred. But those words were not used, even though subconsciously the point got
across.

8) THE FLORIDA CREW
We come from the land of the orange groves, down by the sea where the warm winds blow---we are your overlords.
(Zed Lepplin)
When I walked into the joint in 1976, it was still possible to differentiate the parts. There was a
U.P. crew, a Benton Harbor crew, some cast offs from Milwaukee, strays from Chicago and the
Florida crew. It was always the faction that went on the road trip to Florida in 1972/73 that
called the shots in the place. ALWAYS. Its core was John Wiley, Ida Dawn, their three ducklings
and spouses, Tom, who eventually became JP’s lawyer, and Neil. I’ve looked at publically filed
documents relating to the group’s legal status(es) and financial dealings. These span 40 years,
from 1973-2013. I have yet to see one that does not contain the signatures of Ida and John’s
two sons-in-law, Glenn H. Kaiser (President or Chairman) and Victor M. Williams (Secretary), in
the 70’s it was John D. Herrin, the son. It is a family run business.
Life inside JP was controlled by the Florida crew. They are your overlords. The saddest thing in
this story is the abuse of the children. It is sadder when you know that it was so unnecessary. It
could have been prevented at any time. It could have been stopped in 1978/79 with the first
molestation (I know about) of a thirteen year old girl. It could have been stopped in 1985/86
when Ida and John’s son, Johnny, put the moves on a deaconess in the band’s entourage. She
was booted out and her husband stayed. It could have been stopped by the intervention of
ECC. They instead chose to attack every messenger that told them this was happening.
The Florida crew uniformly booted out any who disagreed with them. They did not boot out
several who had violated children. They did nothing of consequence to prevent this kind of
sexual deviance from running rampant. Part of Dave Mortimer’s story is in the Chicago Tribune
expose done in 2001. Do you know who he is and how high up the food chain he was? If you do,
then his story should remove the last vestiges of doubt about who decided what and why.
With total control at the top, why did this kind of perversion go on? Most of what I’ve seen put
forth to explain this behavior reads like arguments of defense attorneys. They throw out red
herrins to deflect attention away from the perpetrators and accomplices. It only adds confusion
to what is an open and shut case. This is not “a failure of leadership”. This is POLICY. Nor did
marauding bands of street people kidnap the women, abuse the kids and steal JP’s livestock.
The conclusion is simple. The responsibility for anything that went down in there lies directly at
the feet of the Florida crew.
END OF DISCUSSION

9.) TOLERANCE
The JP story is a tragic tale of good intentions gone bad.
(from Ron Enroth’s “Recovering from Churches that Abuse”)
That passage is off the mark. It gives the overlords too much credit because what motivates
them are not “good intentions”. It sounds like its author hasn’t gotten to the bottom of the
cause and effect relationships that lie underneath, i.e. the template. It should be obvious that a
divinity degree is of no use in understanding the issues that were raised in the last section. We
have descended far enough down into this mess that a psychological template is needed. Their
“good intentions” are a religious cover up. In the mouths of the Florida crew, pious and
religious verbiage are JP-speak. It is part of the con job. It is oranges and apples and any normal
meaning has been gutted. Black is white, Slavery (Submission) is Freedom, and censoring
yourself to the point of crushing your individuality is viewed as good when it is bad.
When you assign a cause you assign responsibility (blame or praise). So why? What causes the
abuse of children to be tolerated? There are three reasons/causes.
1.) Cover-up: The Florida crew wanted the stories silenced. They had the means to do so and
were not shy about using them. Nobody who is/was inside knows/knew the extent. Until Jaime
and the kids spilled the beans (my heroes), none of the former members had a clue as to the
extent. I will give you 10-1 odds that we have only begun to scratch the surface.
Consider the parents. What could influence them to override the biological imperative to
protect their offspring, by leaving them exposed to danger, even after they knew their kid was
abused? I can’t imagine what these families have experienced. I can’t imagine what they have
to go through to reconcile with each other. Some won’t, and will forever stay a hurt and
fractured family as a result of their “discipleship training” in JP.
I served time with the parents of the kids on Jamie’s video. From personal experience, I will tell
you that to a one they are not defective. They love and care about their children as much as any
parent anywhere on the planet. This is not a reflection on them or their humanity. RATHER it is
the confirmation of how badly we got mind-f**ked in there. (pardon le Frenglish, merci) We did
what we did because of what was done to us.

2.) The Herrin family: Some of the sexual misadventures of three generations of Herrin men
have become known. By all accounts, John Sr. was a philanderer. In my non-professional, First
Amendment opinion, his son Johnny is a sexual predator and Johnny’s son is showing many
symptoms of being a full blown sociopath. There is a conflict of interest in cleaning up a mess
like this when one of the overlords is also a perpetrator.

3.) The Nason family: In an overhead remark, while discussing the fact that a teen was sexually
misbehaving in one of the dorms, Ida Dawn was heard to say “boys will be boys”. The tolerance
for this kind of thing, this propensity to look the other way, was in Ida Dawn’s background and
in her marriage. To more fully understand why she was this way, a psychological profile of her
and her husband is necessary. I will start that ball rolling in Part 3.

For now, JP can best be summed up by a line from a Hank Williams Jr. song

IT’S A FAMILY TRADITION

10.) THAT WAS JUST A DREAM, JUST A DREAM
Is this narrative you now possess really and truly your own? Are your dreams really your own
dreams? Might not they be someone else’s visions that sooner or later turn into nightmares?
(Haruki Murakami from “Underground”)
JP is not even real. It never was. It is the outgrowth of a severe childhood need in Ida Dawn to
create a heaven fantasy. This is understandable when one is a child. It is a survival strategy. But
when the child becomes a middle aged housewife with three grown children and married to an
alcoholic version of her father, then this is no longer a survival strategy. This is now a
therapeutic issue.
JP is a theatrical stage and we were recruited to be actors in this play. What was sold to us was
a naïve ideal. Disciples on the front lines for God, etc… You know the script. We were stripped
of our individuality. By this I mean that we lost the power and ability to write the script of our
own lives.
JP is an unreachable utopian dream. Like every form of idealism that humans have tried to
implement, it creates a disgustingly inhumane and inhuman social reality. Karl Marx sold
idealism packaged in an economic/political wrapper. The Puritan utopia of a New World
created the Salem witch trials. The humanistic idealism of Equality, Liberty and Fraternity
created the guillotine.
And so it goes until we can rid ourselves of naïve idealism and misguided altruism. Until you
begin to live in the real world, accepting what is and then asking yourself—what now.
This is the reason why when some Bubba goes on a pedophilia binge and it gets brought before
“God’s shepherds” for review, it is pushed aside and covered up. What he is doing is in discord
with the dream play that is being acted out.
At the center of this play was a sick and damaged woman who didn’t have the courage or
decency to walk into a therapist’s office.
I wish it were more. I wish that all that I gave to JP and all that they took from me counted for
something in a titanic struggle of Good vs. Evil. I wish it had served some greater moral
purpose. But it did not. I was used and then thrown away without so much as even a thank you.
I got quite a different Bon Voyage.
It hurt.

And it took a while to dig out.

11.) ELEVATOR
One of the people I caught up with when I turned back to do this told me a story. It was in the
context of a social phone conversation along the lines of “well, what have you been doing for
the last twenty years.” Even though this was not a research type of deal, the story stuck with
me and haunts me. For the record, this gal had no participation in preparing what I’ve written
and I’m sure she will disagree with some of it. For the record, I have only interacted with four
ex members while doing this project. The only exceptions are a few messages exchanged
electronically with five other members and these were of no consequence and played no part
in what I have written.
She was in Chicago for a conference a couple years back. She decided to visit 920 W. Wilson
and one or two people that she had known back in the day. She gets into the elevator to leave
and a little girl six or seven years old gets in with her. This is the first time that either one had
laid eyes on the other. The elevator doors close and the little girl turns to this woman and asks
her, “Will you take me home with you?”
What makes this story more poignant is that this woman had been one of the first girls
molested in JP over 35 years ago.
WILL YOU TAKE ME HOME WITH YOU?
There is nothing I have ever written or could possibly write that explains JP any better than that
story and those words of that little communard.
With love
Always
Harry Powell

